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variation. There is no constant relation between the shaft and the
head. The shortest observed was little over 80 centimeters in total
length; the longest, taller than the man who sold it, and twice the
length of his bow, was 1.75 over all.

Ordinarily, bow-using tribes standardize their weapons very ex-
actly in form, decoration, and either by an absolute measurement or

by a set relation to the body of

" * skis. Moreover, the number of
arrows to a set is often pre-
scribed; as, with the Lacandone,

E th- - a quiver must contain one arrow
of each kind made; or, with the

,~,._·;1Navajo, a r r o w s are always
_ _ . .- made in fours. In the Pajapan

country there is no such specifi-
Dh e cation. The number of arrows

varies from one to four, and
deer arrows may or may not be
included. The metal used for
these arrow-points is thick fence
wire for the fish arrows, and old
discarded files, bought in the

_• l [ ~~ _villages by the railroad, for the
_ r e o s w , deer arrows. These files are

cold-hammered by the Indians
to the desired shape.

It would be interesting if
the development of this weapon
here could continue; however,

use of bow and arrow. guns are rapidly being reintro
duced, and probably the bow

will disappear, unless the easily-made arrow for fishing, already by
far the more common, is retained for that use.

The names "fish" and "deer-arrow'' are taken from the Indians
themselves. The deer-arrow, we understood, is also used in fight-
ing, and the fish-arrow, while best adapted to shooting fishes, is cer-
tainly put to many other uses.

The fire arms now coming back are the usual percussion-cap,
muzzle-loading fowling-piece, with a few bolt-action rifles provided
by the government to assist the Indians in keeping the country free
of refugee outlaws, which, when properly armed, they seem well
able to do.


